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Regularization of almost complex structures
and gluing holomorphic discs to tori

ALEXANDRE SUKHOV AND ALEXANDER TUMANOV

Abstract. We prove a result on removing singularities of almost complex struc-
tures pulled back by a non-diffeomorphic map. As an application we prove the
existence of global J -holomorphic discs with boundaries attached to real tori.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we prove a general result (Theorem 3.1) on removing singularities of
almost complex structures pulled back by a non-diffeomorphic map. In our joint
paper with Bernard Coupet [3] we use special coordinates in an almost complex
manifold (M, J ) to reduce a boundary value problem for J -holomorphic discs in M
to that for quasi-linear PDE in the plane. In [3] we make a simplifying assumption
that the coordinates are introduced by a locally diffeomorphic map, although it is
not the case in general. The main result of the present work allows to extend the
range of applications of the methods of [3] to the non-diffeomorphic case. We use
Theorem 3.1 in order to obtain results on attaching pseudo-holomorphic discs to
real tori. These results are new even in the complex Euclidean space C2. Thus
the use of almost complex structures leads to new results in the classical complex
analysis.

We now describe the main results and the organization of the paper. In Sec-
tion 2 we recall the notion of an almost complex structure J , in particular, we
include some details on representing J by a complex matrix function. In Section 3
we prove Theorem 3.1 mentioned above. It deals with a map from the standard
bidisc with coordinates (z, w) to an almost complex manifold (M, J ). The map
takes the coordinate lines z = c to a given family of J -holomorphic discs. The map
is not necessarily locally diffeomorphic. Nevertheless, we prove that under natural
assumptions, the pullback of J exists and is sufficiently regular: Hölder in z and
Lipschitz in w. The result is useful even for integrable J ; in this case it also holds
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